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Fine screen visible at end of contraction to break up boundary layers and give clean 
uniform flow into cascade.
Screen replaced by grid for high FSTI cases.
Grid is sheet metal with ¾” square holes spaced 1” apart for 56% open area.
Solenoid valves visible below test section for pulsed jets.  Tubes connect to six of 
the blades.
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Holes 0.8 mm dia., spacing about 10 diameter apart.
Angles at 90 degrees to main flow and 30 degrees to surface.
Same jet geometry in present study.
Jets located near the inviscid pressure minimum.  Same in present study.
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Separation clear at lower Re.
High Re cases show only small separation bubble at s/Ls=0.6, which gets slightly 
worse as Re drops.
Integrated Cp shows lower lift in separated flow cases.
Do not see large bubble with reattachment in cases such as Re=100,000, as was 
observed in Pack B studies.
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Measured with Kiel probe traversed at midspan 0.6 Cx downstream of trailing 
edges.
Three highest Re cases show low total pressure loss with almost zero loss between 
wakes.
At high Re, wakes are in expected positions downstream of blades based on design 
exit flow angle.
At low Re separation results in much higher losses and shift of wake to left since  ,              
flow is not turning as much.
Good periodicity in attached flow cases.  Not as good for low Re since tailboard 
suppresses separation more on closer blades.
Integrated losses for center blade shown in upper right.
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Similar behavior at Re=50,000, but transition moves somewhat upstream and is 
clearer in the intermittency profiles.
Still does not reattach.
Peak in spectra at station 3 is clear.
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Small separation, but clearly reattached downstream.
Rms u’ peak close to wall.
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